Are you interested in **studying a semester abroad**? As a student at the University of Bern you have the possibility to take part at different exchange programs.¹

- **Erasmus / Swiss-European Mobility Program (SEMP)**
  More than 20 Partner universities all around *Europe*
  Students get usually a small grant
  Application deadline for the **academic year 22/23** is the **01.03.2022**

- **International Student Exchange Program (ISEP)**
  All around the *world* including the *US*

- **Bilateral Agreements with Universities in Asia**
  Bangkok, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Tokyo, students of *economics* enjoy **priority**
  Application deadline for the **academic year 22/23** is the **15.01.2022**

- **Swiss Mobility or BeNeFri**
  Take a course at another Swiss University

More Information at the Department of Economics
http://www.vwi.unibe.ch/studium/mobilitaet_und_austausch/index_ger.html

Or at the International Office
https://www.unibe.ch/studium/mobilitaet/outgoing/ueberblick/index_ger.html

¹ Students stay enrolled at the University of Bern
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**Contact:**
Department of Economics
Philipp Brunner
socrates@vwi.unibe.ch

or
International Office
Flavio Caluori
info@int.unibe.ch